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ABSTRACT  
Educational researchers often need to construct precise and reliable 
measurement scales of complex and varied representations such as 
participants’ written work, videoed lesson segments and policy 
documents. Developing such scales using can be resource-intensive and 
time-consuming, and the outcomes are not always reliable. Here we 
present alternative methods based on comparative judgement (CJ) that 
have been growing in popularity over recent years. We consider the 
contexts in which CJ-based methods are appropriate before describing 
in detail what they are and how they can be applied to construct 
measurement scales in a range of educational research contexts. We 
also provide an overview to evaluating the reliability and validity of the 
resultant measurement scales.
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Introduction

At root comparative judgement (CJ) is simple: an assessor is presented with two representations and 
asked to decide which has ‘more’ of a stated criterion. The representations might be participants’ 
written work, videoed lesson segments, policy documents or any other representations that are 
complex and heterogenous. For example, an English teacher could be presented with two pieces 
of written work and asked to decide which is ‘the better writing’ (Wheadon et al. 2020). Many 
such binary decisions are collected from several assessors, and the Bradley and Terry (1952) 
model is then fitted to the decision data to produce a unique score for each representation. The 
scores produced can be used for routine analytical procedures like hypothesis testing, correlating 
variables, and so on.

There are four motivations for using CJ over than other methods: efficiency, reliability, variety and 
precision. We discuss each of these in turn, before exploring the technical details of assigning scores 
to representations using comparative judgement. We then turn attention to more holistic factors 
that need consideration, and the reliability and validity of the resulting scores.

Efficiency. Common methods for constructing measurement scales can be time and resource 
intensive. For example, we might conduct clinical interviews (Posner and Gertzog 1982) to score par-
ticipants on an educational outcome such as ‘conceptual understanding’. However, interviews are 
resource-intensive, requiring trained researchers to conduct the interviews, transcribe tape-record-
ings, and code transcripts. Alternatively, we might develop and validate an instrument (e.g. 
Epstein 2013). However, this is also resource-intensive, often taking years to iteratively produce a 
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final version. Conversely, CJ methods can produce measurement scales in a few days (Bisson et al.  
2016).

Reliability. Any measurement scale must be reliable, and this can be problematic for traditional 
methods. The outcomes of clinical interviews are, to an extent, a function of the skills and assump-
tions of the interviewers, which threatens reliability. Moreover, time passes between the first and the 
last interview being conducted, and in contexts such as evaluating educational interventions this 
further reduces reliability. Similarly, instruments that have been validated in one educational 
context can prove unreliable in other contexts (e.g. Bisson et al. 2016). CJ readily produces reliable 
measurement scales from a range of educational representations that are robust across different 
contexts.

Variety. Traditional measurement methods tend to require that the representations to be scored 
are relatively homogeneous. Conversely, for CJ, the more varied and heterogenous the represen-
tations, the more reliable the outcomes. For example, a common application of CJ is to construct 
a scale of students’ attainment based on different test questions (e.g. Jones et al. 2016), which 
would not be possible or meaningful using a rubrics-based approach to scoring. This affordance 
of CJ methods means that we can equate independent measurement scales that were constructed 
at different times using different types of representations.

Precision. Any measurement scale must have the appropriate precision for the research question 
at stake. Sometimes a binary variable will suffice, or a scale with just three or four levels. In contrast, 
CJ produces a unique score and standard error for every representation, and therefore best serves 
situations in which high precision is required.

Comparative judgement (CJ)

The assumption underlying CJ is that people are consistent when making relative judgements, and 
inconsistent when making absolute judgements (Thurstone 1927). For example, people vary when 
estimating the weight of a single physical object but agree which is heavier when comparing two 
physical objects. CJ-based methods harness this consistency to produce outcomes that are reliable 
despite being derived from subjective, holistic judgements.

CJ has a history of use in laboratory settings. Variants of CJ that involve choosing or ranking 
more than two representations at a time have arisen in fields including marketing (Grashuis and 
Magnier 2018), environmental science (Hanley, Wright, and Adamowicz 1998) and health (Soekhai 
et al. 2019). Within education, CJ-based methods were introduced to investigate the relative 
difficulty of examination papers (Jones et al. 2016). Senior examiners judge pairs of scripts 
from different examination papers in terms of ‘difficulty’, and the outcomes are used to determine 
whether standards vary over time or across examination boards. Originally, such studies were con-
ducted manually, using in-person assessors provided with physical scripts, and this limited studies 
to relatively small numbers of scripts (Bramley, Bell, and Pollitt 1998). Subsequent technological 
developments mean representations can be digitized and presented remotely, enabling measure-
ment scales comprising many representations. These developments enabled wider applications of 
CJ, including grading of student-produced scripts (Jones and Inglis 2015, Wheadon et al. 2020). CJ 
is also now used to address educational research questions (e.g. Roose et al. 2019, Bisson et al.  
2020).

Beyond technological developments, take up is further enabled through technical guides 
(e.g. Bramley 2007, Pollitt 2012) exploring the statistical calculations and applications of com-
parative judgement. Until now, the literature has lacked clear, accessible exposition of the 
more holistic factors associated with CJ research design, and their relationship with the tech-
nical factors. The current manuscript intends to bridge that gap, lowering the technical bar-
riers to entry by addressing the key research design decisions necessary to use comparative 
judgement methods.
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The representations

The representations to be judged might already exist, for example as archived examination 
scripts or videotaped lessons, or be in the public domain, for example, policy documents or 
journal article abstracts, or they might need creating, for example by administering a test. 
Often, the representations will need anonymizing and digitizing prior to judging. There is no con-
straint on the number of representations, although non-pairwise ranking methods, such as asking 
every participant to put several representations in order (e.g. Bramley 2007), might be more suit-
able for five or fewer. The representations must be heterogenous: the greater the differences 
between representations according to a specified criterion, the easier to make pairwise decisions. 
Judgements must be essentially subjective and holistic: if the representations can be objectively 
scored – for example, multiple-choice questionnaires or spelling tests – then CJ methods are likely 
to be unhelpful.

The criterion

Assessors are provided with a high-level criterion. This criterion corresponds to the construct or scale 
of interest, see Table 1 for examples.

Initially, researchers should try some judging themselves to get a feel for the process, and to 
decide how long, on average, each judgement takes.

Collecting judgement decisions

The platform

Most CJ studies use an internet browser to present pairings to assessors, although manual arrange-
ments can also be used (e.g. Evans et al. 2014). Some CJ platforms are free to use, such as nomor-
emarking.com, or alternatively some studies can be supported by online survey tools or 
experimental software such as PsychoPy.

The number of pairings

For n representations, there are 
n
2

 

=
n(n − 1)

2 
unique possible pairings. For small n, collecting a 

decision for every pairing is possible, but as n increases this becomes unrealistic, see Table 2. Fortu-
nately, a small proportion of possible pairings are adequate for constructing reliable outcomes 
(Bramley 2007). A common guideline is to multiply n by 10 to estimate the required number of com-
parisons, although multiplying by as little as 5 or as much as 17 has been suggested (Verhavert et al.  
2019).

Table 1. Example criteria and representations.

Criterion Construct/scale Representations Source

‘Choose the script with the best 
conceptual understanding.’

Undergraduates’ understanding 
of 
p-values.

Open-ended test responses. Bisson et al. 2016, 
146.

‘Provides the most useful feedback?’ Usefulness of lesson 
observations reports.

Written lesson observation 
reports.

Evans et al. 2014, 
36.

‘Which item best elicits mathematical 
problem-solving?’

Mathematical problem-solving 
achievement.

Mathematical problem- 
solving test items.

Holmes et al.  
2017, 117.

‘The better writing?’ Writing quality. Student written work. Wheadon et al.  
2020, 50.
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Selecting pairings

There are two approaches to selecting pairings for presentation to assessors. One is to select rep-
resentations at random, subject to constraints such as not repeating pairings and ensuring all rep-
resentations receive the same number of judgements. The other approach uses adaptive algorithms 
that select representations based on the decisions made so far, thereby reducing the number of 
comparisons needed (Pollitt 2012). However, adaptive algorithms select those pairings for which 
decision data are likely to increase reliability1 but this comes at the risk that reliability can be artifi-
cially inflated (see Bramley and Vitello 2019) and we advise selecting representations randomly.

The assessors

In principle, one person could judge all presented comparisons. In practice, several assessors are 
recruited because assessors vary: for example, different experts value different aspects of students’ 
essays such as addressing the question, covering the content, and developing arguments (Elander 
and Hardman 2002). Using several assessors lets us construct a measurement scale based on collec-
tive expertise, and also lets us estimate inter-rater (or ‘split-halves’) reliability (see below). The 
number of assessors required is derived from the number of comparisons required, and the 
average time each comparison takes. Researchers should consider fatigue if assessors are allocated 
too many comparisons, although this can be reduced by assessors conducting their comparisons 
over a few days.

Identifying the population from which to sample assessors should be informed by the research 
question. For example, if the representations are students’ written work and we wish to construct 
a scale of writing quality then we might recruit English teachers. If the representations are words 
and we wish to measure everyday meaning then we might recruit members of the public via a 
crowdsourcing platform (Tanswell et al. submitted). Sometimes a research question requires the rep-
resentations to be judged independently by groups sampled from different populations (e.g. Hartell, 
Strimel, and Bartholomew 2017, Davies, Alcock, and Jones 2021).

Training

One reason CJ methods are efficient is that making pairwise comparisons usually requires no training 
or extensive guidance (Bisson et al. 2016, Keppens et al. 2019). Sometimes assessors’ first few com-
parisons are considered a training phase and discarded, but we find this unnecessary and retain all 
comparisons.

The scores

An important property of CJ scores, often called scale values, is that they are probabilistic. If we know 
scores vA and vB of representations A and B, then we can calculate the probability that A will be 

Table 2.  The number of unique pairings is (approximately) proportional to n2. A common 
guideline is to collect n × 10 comparisons.

Representations (n) Unique pairings n × 10

10 45 100
50 1,225 500
100 4,950 1,000
500 124,750 5,000
1,000 499,500 10,000
5,000 12,497,500 50,000
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chosen when compared with B using.

P(A . B) =
evA− vB

1+ evA− vB
, (1) 

where (1) is known as the Bradley–Terry (1952) model. The Bradley–Terry model is widely used for 
processing comparative judgement decisions and is practically identical to the Rasch model for 
dichotomous items (Wainer et al. 1978). For example, the probability that Student A’s work in  
Table 3 is judged ‘better’ than Student B’s work is P(A > B) = 0.91; conversely, the probability that 
Student B’s work is judged ‘better’ is P(B > A) = 0.09. Student C has a closer score to Student A 
than does Student B and this is reflected in the probability, P(A > C) = 0.53. These probabilistic 
relationships mean that the outcomes are not merely ranked, but form a genuine scale where the 
relative distances between representations are intervals.

Scores are determined iteratively using a maximum likelihood estimation procedure (Hunter  
2004). For a representation i, with current score vi, that has won Wi pairings, and has been paired 
Nji times with a representation j with score vj, then the updated score for i is given by,

v′i =
Wi

 Nij

vi + vj

(2) 

The procedure is started by assigning initial values based on raw wins and losses to v1, v2 … vn for n 
representations, and the scores are updated using (2) until they converge on values that reflect the 
maximum likelihood of the pairwise decisions. The Bradley–Terry model typically produces final 
scores with a mean of about 0 and a standard deviation of about 2.5 (Bramley 2007).

A standard error is calculated for each score which can be interpreted as precision. For a represen-
tation i we first calculate, for its every pairing, the probability that it was chosen, pi, multiplied by the 
probability that it was not chosen, 1 – pi. The standard error is the inverse square root of the sum of 
these products,

SEi =
1

��������������
pi(1 − pi)

 (3) 

Equation (3) shows that the more decisions a representation receives, the smaller the standard error 
and so the greater its score’s precision. Moreover, when a representation is paired with a represen-
tation of similar ‘quality’ the comparison result reduces the standard error more than when paired 
with a representation of very different ‘quality’. For example, in Table 3 Student A has a much 
higher score than Student B, and therefore a high probability of being chosen, P(A > B) = 0.91. 
Here, the contribution to the squared denominator in (3) is 0.91× (1 − 0.91) = 0.0819. By contrast, 
students A and C have similar scores, giving P(A > C) = 0.53, and the contribution to the squared 
denominator is larger, 0.2491.

Estimating reliability

There are three widely reported estimates of reliability in the literature: Scale Separation Reliability 
(SSR), split-halves reliability (r), and misfit analysis. We describe each estimate here and consider their 
strengths and limitations.

Table 3.  Fictional scores and standard errors for three pieces of student work.

Student Score SE

A 1.65 0.14
B −0.72 0.08
C 1.54 0.09
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Scale Separation Reliability (SSR)

SSR is the most widely reported estimate of reliability. It is a measure of internal consistency, con-
sidered analogous to Cronbach’s alpha (Andrich 1978), with a threshold for acceptable reliability 
of SSR ≥ 0.7. Just as Cronbach’s alpha increases as the number of items increases, SSR increases as 
the number of comparisons increases. Accordingly, SSR can be used to establish whether enough 
comparisons have been collected to construct an internally consistent scale (Pollitt 2012).

While SSR might be analogous to Cronbach’s alpha, it is not the same conceptually or mathemat-
ically. Conceptually, it can be interpreted as a sense of the ‘separatedness’ of scores and the size of 
their standard errors. The more separated the scores and the smaller the standard errors, the greater 
SSR. Figure 1 illustrates data from Jones, Swan, and Pollitt (2015) where two independent groups 
comparatively judged the same 18 test responses. SSR in (b) is larger than in (a), and the scores 
are more spread out in (b) relative to their standard errors (shown as bars).

Mathematically, SSR is the ratio of ‘true’ variance to observed variance and takes a value between 
0 and 1, consistent with Rasch measurement theory (Bond and Fox 2007). Observed variance is the 
variance of the scores (SDobserved

2 ), and true variance is defined as observed variance minus the mean 
square of the scores’ standard errors (RMSE),

SSR =
SD2

observed − RMSE2

SD2
observed

. (4) 

Split-halves reliability (r)

In social science, inter-rater or inter-coder reliability statistics are typically based on two or more 
researchers independently coding representations such as participant responses and comparing 
the outcomes using a correlation coefficient. In the context of CJ we can similarly collect compari-
sons from independent groups of assessors, and calculate the Pearson Product-Moment correlation 
coefficient (r) between the two sets of scores. For example, Figure 1 shows two sets of CJ scores from 
two sets of assessors (Jones et al. 2013), and the correlation coefficient between the two sets of 
scores was r = .896, as shown in Figure 2, suggesting acceptable reliability.

Figure 1. Comparison of SSR for 18 test responses independently judged by two groups. Data from Jones et al. (2019).
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In practice, rather than randomly allocated assessors to groups before collecting decisions we 
usually use a split-halves method (Bisson et al. 2016). Once judging is complete, assessors are ran-
domized post-hoc into two groups and scores are calculated for each group, and the between- 
group correlation coefficient is then calculated. This procedure is repeated, typically 100 times, 
and the median correlation coefficient taken as the inter-rater reliability estimate.

Misfit analysis

Reliability is reduced if an assessor behaves differently to the majority. For example, the assessor might 
be careless, or have a unique interpretation of the judging criterion. We might want to identify this 
assessor and remove their decisions before calculating scores. We can do this by scrutinizing each 
for each assessor the median time they took to make a comparison, or their proportion of ‘left’ to 
‘right’ decisions, but the standard method is to calculate a misfit statistic for each assessor (Pollitt 2012).

An assessor’s misfit statistic is calculated from the residuals of their decisions. For each decision, 
we record the outcome as 1 if representation A beats representation B, or 0 if B beats A. To calculate 
the residual, z, we subtract the probability that A beats B, given in (1). For example, in Table 4, asses-
sor 1 chose A over B, consistent with the scores of A and B in Table 3, and the residual is 
z1 = 1 − P(A . B) = 1 − 0.91 = .09. Conversely, assessor 2’s decision was inconsistent with the 
scores giving a larger residual, z2 = 1 − P(B . A) = 0.91. To calculate a misfit statistic we aggregate 
over the assessor’s decisions using the formula for calculating ‘infit’ from Rasch measurement theory 

Figure 2. Scatter plot of inter-rater reliability, based on data from Jones et al. (2019).

Table 4.  Three fictional comparisons by three different assessors.

Assessor Winner Loser

1 Student A Student B
2 Student A Student C
3 Student B Student A

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH & METHOD IN EDUCATION 7



(Bond and Fox 2007),

infit =


pi(1 − pi) − z2
i��������������

pi(1 − pi)
 (5) 

The larger an assessor’s misfit statistic (infit), the more inconsistent their decisions with the scores. 
Where an assessor has a large misfit statistic we can remove their decisions and recalculate scores. 
We then correlate the new and original scores to determine whether the misfitting assessor signifi-
cantly impacted outcomes.

Strengths and limitations of reliability estimates

SSR is often the only reliability statistic reported, and as such can be used to compare reliability 
across studies. However, SSR has two limitations. First, it is conceptually opaque, and unfamiliar 
to readers not acquainted with traditional testing theories. Second, SSR can overestimate the 
‘true’ reliability of CJ scores being systematically higher than split-halves reliability (Verhavert 
et al. 2019), especially when adaptive algorithms are used to select pairings (Bramley and Vitello  
2019).

We prefer split-halves reliability to SSR because it compares the outcomes of independent groups 
of assessors in a way that is more transparent and likely to be familiar to researchers. However, a 
drawback is that calculating split-halves reliability requires doubling the number of assessors and 
comparisons.

An assessor is said to be misfitting if their infit is two standard deviations larger than the mean 
infit (Pollitt 2012), However, this cut-off is arbitrary, and in our experience recalculating scores 
after removing a misfitting assessor can produce further misfits in a cyclic process. More generally, 
we rarely find misfit statistics informative and advise not reporting them to avoid false confidence. 
However, our view is not universal and some scholars have found misfit statistics to be insightful in 
certain contexts (Roose et al. 2019).

In sum, SSR should be reported. Split-halves reliability should ideally be reported, especially when 
CJ is used in a novel way, but we aware that doubling the number of comparisons can be impractical 
or unaffordable. SSR and split-halves reliability are correlated (Verhavert et al. 2019), at least for non- 
adaptive CJ (Bramley and Vitello 2019), but we have occasionally obtained CJ outcomes where SSR >  
0.7 but r < 0.7 (e.g. Bisson et al. 2016) and so caution must be exercised when only reporting SSR. We 
explore the relationship between SSR and split-halves reliabilities systematically in Kinnear, Jones, 
and Davies (in prep).

Matters related to validity

Evaluating validity can be elusive and there is debate over validity’s definition and operationalization 
(Newton and Shaw 2014). Here we focus on validity concerns that have commonly been raised by 
researchers when we have presented studies that make use of CJ methods.

Opacity.
Common measurement methods use rubrics and produce audit trails such as red ink on test 

responses, or coding on interview transcripts. This makes it easy to check for anomalies in the 
data by scrutinizing the scored or coded participant responses. However, CJ involves no rubrics 
and produces no audit of decision-making, meaning it can be perceived as opaque. Advocates of 
CJ methods have three responses to this concern. First, CJ is ideal for exactly those situations 
where rubrics and traditional scoring are impractical, or produce unreliable outcomes. For 
example, Bisson et al. (2016) argued when measuring conceptual understanding. 
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rubrics attempt to capture the letter of a concept but risk losing the spirit. The perceived transparency and 
objectivity of rubrics can result in a narrow and rigid definition that fails to capture the full meaning and 
usage that exists in practice. (143)

In other words, sometimes scoring rubrics and coding schemes can themselves be a threat to val-
idity. CJ methods can help increase validity because they harness a ‘know it when you see it’ view 
of expert judgement.

Second, although auditing is not inherent to CJ, it is readily introduced if required. Many CJ plat-
forms allow assessors to leave a written comment when making a comparison.

Third, standard techniques can be used to evaluate the validity of CJ outcomes. In the next sub-
section, we provide examples from the education literature.

Criterion validity

Criterion validity is typically evaluated by correlating different measures of the same construct. For 
example, Steedle, and Ferrara (2016) summarized 15 studies in which essay scores produced using CJ 
and traditional scoring were correlated. Proxy measures can be used where traditional scores are not 
available. For example, Wheadon et al. (2020) reported correlations between CJ scores and students’ 
ages in the context of assessing primary writing.

More nuanced evaluations of criterion validity use regression analyses. Jones et al. (2013) found 
that proxy measures for conceptual but not procedural knowledge predicted CJ scores, supporting 
the use of CJ to measure understanding of concepts. Bisson et al. (2020) found that mathematics but 
not English grades predicted mathematics CJ scores, thereby providing evidence that their open- 
ended test measured mathematics knowledge not general written communication skills.

Other evaluations of criterion validity have involved correlating CJ outcomes produced by asses-
sors sampled from different populations. For example, Hartell, Strimel, and Bartholomew (2017) cor-
related CJ scores produced by subject experts from three different countries in the context of design 
and technology education. Jones and Alcock (2014) and Davies et al. (2021) correlated CJ scores pro-
duced by expert mathematicians, novice mathematicians and non-mathematicians.

Content validity

There are two main techniques for evaluating content validity in CJ studies. One is expert scrutiny of 
the representations. For example, Jones and Inglis (2015) commissioned examiners to construct an 
examination paper to assess secondary students’ mathematical problem-solving. Content validity 
was evaluated by administering an online survey to over 100 mathematics teachers who read the 
paper and provided feedback via Likert-type and open-text items.

The other technique is to qualitatively code representations, for example, using a rubric from the 
literature or thematic analysis, and then to use statistical procedures to investigate how the codes 
relate to CJ scores. For example, Davies et al. (2021) collected participants’ responses to the 
prompt ‘explain what mathematicians mean by ‘proof’’ and developed and applied a coding 
rubric to the responses. They then constructed regression models to explore which codes predicted 
CJ scores.

In addition, we advise authors present exemplar responses along with their scores when dissemi-
nating findings from CJ studies (e.g. Jones et al. 2019, Wheadon et al. 2020).

Decision analysis

Methods to understand how assessors make their decisions include think-aloud or stimulated recall 
protocols (e.g. Davies and Jones 2022), and instructing assessors to audit their decisions with written 
comments (e.g. Keppens et al. 2019). Once judging is complete, researchers can administer 
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questionnaires (e.g. Jones et al. 2019) or conduct interviews or focus groups with assessors (Jones 
and Alcock 2014), sometimes incorporating other methods such as Kelly’s repertory grids 
(Holmes, He, and Meadows 2017). These methods can shine light on decision-making processes, 
but all have limitations and results require careful interpretation.

Anchoring

CJ scores are sometimes assumed to be inherently norm-referenced due to the relativity of pairwise 
judgements. However, there are various techniques for anchoring scores so that they are criterion- 
referenced. For example, Heldsinger and Humphry (2013) used CJ to create calibrated exemplars for 
teachers to use when assessing writing. Wheadon et al. (2020) included graded student responses 
from previous CJ exercises in order to anchor scores to previous cohorts. Similarly, Marshall et al. 
(2020) included official boundary scripts in order to anchor scores to national standards.

In fact anchoring is a particular strength of CJ methods, and is commonly used to evaluate qua-
lification standards (Bramley 2007). This strength arises in part because we can include student 
responses to different test papers in one judging pot. So long as all responses contain evidence rel-
evant to the stated criterion, such as ‘achievement in mathematics’, then reliable and valid outcomes 
can be produced (Jones et al. 2016).

Perceptions of validity

Our experience reporting comparative judgement studies has led us to understand that outcomes 
must be both valid and also perceived as valid, and that these are not always the same. For example, 
the high reliability of CJ methods means that scores are stable across variables factors such as the 
sampled assessors, distribution of comparisons, the selection algorithm used and so on. However, 
while these factors do not impact on validity, they can affect perceptions of whether the outcomes 
are valid. For example, it might be that allocating 90% of comparisons to one assessors and 10% to 
another nine assessors produces the same scores as allocating comparisons evenly, but the latter 
sounds simpler and will be perceived as more valid. We advise considering simplicity and perceived 
validity, in addition to reliability and ‘actual’ validity, when designing CJ studies.

Conclusion

We started by setting out four motivations for using CJ methods in educational research, which we 
revisit now in light of the preceding discussion.

First, CJ methods offer researchers efficiency savings compared to other common methods for 
constructing measurement scales. These savings arise because there is no need to create and psy-
chometrically validate tests or coding rubrics. Instead, we harness pairwise comparisons of represen-
tations that evidence the construct of interest. Pairwise decisions tend to be relatively fast and, 
crucially in terms of efficiency, we need only collect a fraction of all possible pairings of a set of 
representations.

Second, CJ methods readily produce measurement scales that are reliable in the sense that 
different samples of assessors drawn from the same population would produce the same scale. 
High reliability arises from the Law of Comparative Judgement which states that people are more 
consistent at comparing one representation to another than they are at rating a representation in 
isolation (Thurstone 1927). This consistency arises in part because assessors’ relative leniency or strin-
gency is eliminated when making pairwise decisions: an assessor can only choose A or B, in contrast 
to rating methods where the lenient assessor might assign a higher score than a stringent assessor to 
a given representation (Pollitt 2012).

Third, CJ outcomes are reliable despite the heterogeneity and complexity of the representations 
being compared, and despite the subjectivity of the high-level criterion used as the basis of the 
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comparisons. Indeed, the more variety across the representations, the greater the distinction 
between a given pairing, and so the more consistent the pairwise decisions. CJ methods’ depen-
dence on varied representations means they can produce measurement scales that are difficult to 
construct efficiently or reliably using other methods.

Fourth, CJ outcomes offer high precision. Every representation is assigned a unique score that 
represents a scaling position, not merely a ranking position, and which can be used to estimate 
the probability that the representation will be chosen over another representation. Moreover, 
each representation is assigned a standard error that provides a sense of its score’s accuracy, and 
which allows us to evaluate the reliability of a measurement scale using some of the techniques 
described above.

Final comments

At root, CJ is a very simple idea, and therein lies its flexibility and power. The scope of what we have 
presented here is constrained only by the imagination of researchers. We hope here to have pro-
vided an overview of the promise of CJ methods, as well their limitations, and to have offered poin-
ters towards the standardization of evaluating and reporting CJ outcomes.

Further guidance can be found at https://tinyurl.com/NMM4researchers.

Note
1. Specifically Scale Separation Reliability, see ‘Estimating Reliability’ below.
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